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WSRX retains student management; Call letters to be changed
by Henry E. Hardy
newt writer
According to member! of the Academic Council 
for Broadcast Communication!, WSRX student! Korea 
another victory yesterday in their attempt to defend 
the principle of student run radio during a meeting on 
Monday, March 15 of the AACBC and President Arend 
D Lubber!. On the critical issue of censorship, WSRX 
was given the personal commitment of the President 
that no programming material could be altered without 
the approval of the General Manager, who will continue 
to be a Grand Valley undergraduate. A professional 
Station Director will be appointed with the advice of 
the AACBC and the WSRX staff. The Station Director 
will be appointed jointly by the Arts and Media pro­
gram and WGVC-TV, Channel 35. WSRX will continue 
to be a part of the broadcasting unit of GVSC, and will 
continue to be funded at at least current levels. The 
call letters of the radio station will be changed from 
WSRX to WGVC-FM.
Reacting to Monday's developments, Student 
Senate °rcsident Teresa Ereon said “I was happy with 
the majority of things that Lubber; said. It was a vic­
tory, we got a lot of things that we asked for. I am 
disappointed about the call letters, but some compromises 
had to be made.”
In an interview Tuesday, AACBC member Prof. 
Robert Alotta commented “The elements of dissention 
which separated the proposal brought before the Board 
of Control from the recommendations of the AACBC 
were resolved in a manner that everyone-students, 
faculty and administration -can live with. Basically 
I was very encouraged by President Lubbers partic­
ipation. A major point of contention was censorship 
which was resolved by the agreement to allow the 
General Manager and the Station Director to meet and 
agree on programming. Ahhough the call letters are 
an emotional issue, I think that this will not effect 
listenership or student participation. The students 
won a major victory over the issue of censorship."
During the AACBC meeting Monday. President 
Lubbers expressed his view that the call letters were 
not an important or substantive issue He said that 
the change in call letters form WSRX FM to WGVC-FM 
would be an aid in the fundraising efforts of the station. 
In reference to the wattage upgrade form 10 to 147 
watts which was the proximate cause of the proposed 
structural changes in the radio station, the March 3th 
issue of the Grand Valley Forum has quoted President 
Lubbers as saying "because the new signal will cover 
a far more extensive area, the station will have a more 
complex task to perform in meeting the federal require­
ments for providing public education and information 
to serve the interest and meet the needs of the public. 
The orientation of the station will become much broader 
than that of an experimental radio station with a small 
audience."
In response to President Lubbers views, AACBC 
member Mitch Reid made the following comments, “The
call letters WSRX DO mean something WSRX stands 
for Student Run experimental radio and for the blood, 
sweat and tears of hundreds of people for the past 
seven years. Some people have said that changing the
name doesn't necessarily mean changing rhe snbsrance 
of WSRX. b u r  how would the administration react if, 
say, the name of the Grand Valley State Colleges 
'GVSC) was to be changed to SRXC meaning Student 
Run experimental Colleges? We have a very devoted 
core of listeners and they know that WSRX stands for 
important values such as freedom of speech and freedom 
of artistic expression. George Lott of WGVC has ne 
glected us and deceived us all year and what reason 
do we have to expect it to be any different in the fu 
ture?"
Nolan Blavin. Promotional Director at WSRX, had 
this to say about the results of the recent negotiations 
The final outcome is much better than the proposal 
originally submitted to the Board of Control by Dr. 
Lott. The real effect of these decisions made by Pres 
idem Lubbers won't be seen until next year when the 
new station opens We've won a great victory. If Lott 
nad his way. student run radio wouldn't exisr on this 
■ ampus 1 would really like to commend President 
Lubbers for the way iie handled this thing If he hadn t 
stood up for us at the Board of Control meeting, we'd 
be dead.”
Former WSRX Station Manager Leslie J. Gellman 
said, "I'm happy about everything bur the call letters. 
WSRX has worked hard to build up the good image 
it has in the community. We’ve put a lot of time, money 
and effort making it what it is. We could maybe compr. 
mise and go hack to our old call letters, WGVS. I would 
rather that we had remained a student organization 
rather than to he aligned with Channel 35 (WGVC)."
WSRX DJ and news caster Dean Ladouceur told 
the Lanthorn Tuesday that “ I think the students have 
half a loaf when they used to have the whole thing. 
However, wc have preserved the principle of sti lent 
run radio 1 don’t think that my program will be af 
fecred. I think thr idea of having a profession! is 
intimidaring for some people but what we will gain is 
continuity from year to year.”
John Wallace, Assistant Manager for Business af 
WSRX. was also generally hopeful in his outlook. 
" I’m real happy its going to be a half time faculty 
and half time administrator 'for Station Direcror). 
I'm sorry its going to be WGVC, however, rhe change 
in call letters could help us in our fundraising I know 
that the unique qualities of WSRX are not g o in g  to be 
changed I'm very glad that the studenr Genera! Manager 
has been given most decision making power over pro 
gramming."
WSRX manager Donna Disser spoke ro the Lanthorn 
about the GVSC political process as it has effected stu 
dent managed WSRX "I think the key issue, were who 
would he in charge of programming and what rhe role 
of the professional adviser would fie I was happiest 
about President Lubbers intervention on our behalf and 
his efforts to ensure that students and faculty werr not 
alienated."
"By all these preceding!, I think that it's evident that 
now it's up to the students to determine the structure 
of the new station I think that students must realize 
that they have the ultimate control in this college 
I think its been exciting to have been a part of this pro 
cess and I think that this proves that students can have 
a major impact on the policies of this school if they 
choose to.”
g r a n d  v a lle y  s t a t e  c o l le g e s '
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news editor
Michigan's tough economic condi 
tions that will result in the climina 
tion of G'and Valley’s cluster college 
structure was the theme of President 
Arend Lubbers speech, last Thursday 
afternoon in the Campus Center's 
multi-purpose room.
“There is no doubt about it," 
said Lubbers in a later interview. 
"The federation will have to be 
eliminated.”
In its place Lubbers said he would 
like to see a one college with four 
divisions model that is being proposed 
by the Colleges Curriculum Com­
mittee. Under this new structure, 
there will be a school of arts and 
humanities, a school of social sciences, 
a school of business and economics 
and a school of natural sciences. 
They will all be under one set of gen­
eral education requirements, one grad­
ing system and one set of personnel.
Lubbers said that he liked the 
model because it has each school hav­
Curriculum Committee
recommends 4-division mode!
by Phil Vander Kamp
news writer
The z\CAS Curriculum Committee 
has been discussing various solutions 
to the problem of duplication of pro­
grams in the different colleges of the 
federation. Last week, they recom­
mended a four divisi >. model from 
the four models they discussed
The Curriculum Committee is a 
nine member committee made bp of 
faculty members from each of th • dif­
ferent schools. The committee was 
given the task to look at the 'oblem 
of duplication and to make a recom­
mendation to solve overlapping curri­
cula. Duplication was defined as "offe­
ring of courses in any one discipline in 
more than one unit.”
The committee discussed four pos­
sible models to change rSc structure of 
Grand Valley including a federation 
model that included general education 
requirements. They agreed unanimous­
ly a four division model should be est­
ablished that would establish one col­
lege broken into divisions of Business. 
Economics and Administration; Arts 
and Humanities; Social Science; and 
Science and Math.
Leslie Eitzen, voice teacher in the 
music department and chairperson of 
the committee, said. “Wc couldn't 
look at the problem of duplication 
without getting away from the feder­
ation. The federation is act up where 
duplication will exist. In our last eval­
uation. we rf-rided it wasn’t cost effec­
tive to teach the same courses in the
different schools, but we still needed 
a variety of .caching approaches.”
The committee’s final report states 
that, “Consolidation of like units with­
in a division would be a first step to re­
duce duplication. There is duplication 
of faculty resources in personnel. 
There would be one grading policy. 
There would be one set of general ed­
ucation requirements whick would in­
clude Competcncy/Corc/Integrative 
approaches."
"A big question was whether to 
have an arts and science school, a pro­
fessional scbooL and a business school 
But we decided and committed our­
selves to retaining a liberal am  appro­
ach to education and we felt this (the 
four division model) was the best way 
to handle the problem.” said Eitzen.
Under the recommended model, 
each student will be required to fulfill 
general education requirements that 
yet have to be established. The commi­
ttee recommends that all approaches 
to teaching currently being practiced 
would be continued under the heading 
of general education. However, the 
committee didn't explain how a vari­
ety of approaches could survive under 
one set of core requirements.
e
“We wanted the student to soil 
have the choice to decide what app­
roach he wants in order to fulfill hit
o~iu
under this model he will have that cho­
ice." Eitzen said.
After completing requirements, stu­
dents then choose one of the four divi­
sions to fulfill their major require­
ments, depending on which division 
carries the particular student’s area of 
study. No programs are being cut un­
der this plan, but tbe idea of federated afford duplication 
schools with their own teaching app 
roaches will be consolidated under a 
one school structure.
“The programs and the way they're 
taught won’t disappear.but the schools 
combined in a federation will. There 
was a strong feeling that CAS would 
lose their clout. But CAS isn't going to 
exist anymore either. This model is 
for one school and one set of require­
ments for all students. It should prove 
to be a more effective way to enrich 
the programs that exist at Grand Val­
ley," Eitzen said, “the eagerness the 
administration has shown to include 
the faculty in these decisions has 
shown their concern for an institution 
of quality education.”
The report is only a recommenda­
tion and not yet the standard Grand 
Valley will operate under come the 
of *33. Duplication on the administra­
tive level has yet to be determined.
How integrative teaching approaches 
can coexist has yet to be determined.
Whether Grand Valley will lose its ap­
peal for future students has yet to be 
determined. The legal rights of stud­
ents under the catalog the) enter sch-
wiA  has yet to be determined.
This recommendation has yet to go 
through the governance procedure 
before the Board of Control makes a 
decision the end of April.
lt  
be grouped by subject content and not 
by different modes of teaching which 
is what exists in (he cluster colleges 
now.
Lubbers said that the new structure 
will allow Grand Valley to better cope 
with a tight budget or one that allows 
for growth. Lubbers said that the 
eliminations of positions will depend 
on the state’s budget reductions, but 
that the new structure because of its 
subject divisions will allow for faculty 
reductions while also retaining a 
quality programming.
Lubbers said that the names 
Scidman and Kirkhof would have to 
be retained for the college. lie said 
he would like to retain the name 
William James but said “William James 
is dead and he didn’t leave us a million 
dollars."
Lubbers said that the decision to 
replace the cluster college was tough. 
When he first became president of 
Grand Valley, he was involved in the 
implementation of the cluster colleges 
and their different approaches to 
teaching. Vet economic conditions 
make the cluster college as it now 
stands an improbability.
Duplication of classes, faculty and 
administration is an inherancy of the 
cluster college according to Lubbers 
and is a big expenditure for the 
college.
"When monev is available we can 
bui when it is
tight wc have to look seriously at 
our structure,” said Lubbers.
The budget cuts that threaten 
higher education and specifically, 
(.rand Valley were outlined by 
Lubbers at the meeting. The first is 
an approved cut. the others arc still in 
the planning stages.
1. The state is withholding 50- 
percent of Grand -Valley’s alloca 
tion for March with a promise to 
repay it in April.
2. Governor William Milliken is 
proposing a .7-percent increase in 
the state income tax but since this 
is an election scar. Lubbers said he 
is doubtful it will pass.
3. There is a proposal for an 
immediate executive order cut of 
4-percent which means a $553,000 
loss for Grand Valley. If additional 
cuts need to be made, they will 
be subtracted from the fourth 
quarter (July through September) 
appropriation with the promise that 
they will be repaid in 1982-83.
4. A proposal calling for a 5 to 8- 
percent cut with no restoration of 
funds for the 1982-83 year has 
been suggested. A 5-percent cut 
would be a loss of $697,000 for 
Grand Valley, and an 8-percent cut 
1.1 million.
5. Governor Milliken has a plan to 
withhold the entire fourth quarter
f i­
versities. The amount Grand Valley 
receives for its fourth quarter 
appropriation is slightly over $3 
million. There is though, a promise 
to pay the money back in the 
1982-83 budget.
Lubbers said that the promises jo 
restore money to the colleges is vague 
“The Governor admits his recom­
mendations for fiscal 1 982-83 is ncjrly 
$200 million out of balance." said 
Lubbers.
Lubbers also said that the State will 
not have its 1982 budget drawn up 
until next September This will make 
next year’s budget planning for Grand 
Valley a guessing game affair.
"One thing appears certain.” said 
Lubbers. ‘‘When our arithmetic lesson 
for the rest of (this year) is finished, 
we will have studied subtraction, not 
addition.”
Lubbers said that in order lo fjee 
the coming cuts, he has lskiny Provost 
(•lenn Mciwcycr- to pieman tints l.ud 
get models That will imlude i model 
based on a five percent reduction, one 
on an eight percent reduction and one 
that will be based on the current 
appropriation figures
Although Lubbers does not know 
yet what kind of cuts the state will 
make, he does want i reorganized 
Grand Valiev structure approved by 
the April 30 Board of Gontrol 
meeting
“We need to act quickly so that 
when cuts are made wc will he able to 
handle them.” said Lubbers.
Next month Lubbers said that 
he will have another open meeting to 
update the (.rand Valiev Community 
about budget ruts and reorganization
ECS studies duplication report
by Fred Garrett
special news writer
Though many items were listed on 
the agenda at last Friday’s Executive 
Committee of the all-college Senate 
Meeting (ECS), none demanded the 
time and attention that the All College 
Academic Senate ACAS Curriculm 
Committee Report on Duplication 
did.
The controversial report that seeks 
to address the issue of duplication of 
courses in the various units of the 
college was presented to the ECS 
by three Curreulum lommittee mem­
bers who then responded to extensive 
questions.
Led by ECS Committee Members 
Robert Mayberry and Rod Mulder, 
many concerns were raised about the 
report and its purpose- Curriculm
Committee Members Leslie Litzcn. 
Rich Paschke and Sandy F dinger 
fielded the batter)' of questions wirh 
Eitzen remarking, "There were a 
variety of ways of putting it together. 
Wc just felt the most unified on the 
four divisional mode!.’’
Also emphasized was the fact that 
the model was simply a ‘process’ for 
looking at duplication. The com­
mittee said that the inode! c h o se n  w as 
the best structure to use in looking at 
duplication through Grand Valley.
ECS moved to send the report to 
the academic units with responses due 
back by March 26th It was passed 
unanimously. The outspoken
Mayberry, however, reserved the right 
to rrquestion members of the cur­
riculm committee and a!s > asked thar 
time be set aside at the next meeting 
for that purpose.
Bomb threat interrupts classes
by Becky Burkcrt
news editor
Early Monday afternoon, students 
and facuitv in 1-akc Michigan Hall 
got a surprise.
They were asked to evacuate the 
building by Campus Security because 
of a bomb threat.
For Professor Timothy Stricklcr’s 
one o’clock anatomy class, rhe bomb 
threat meant that students would have 
to take their test outside in 45 degree 
weather.
Stickler said that five minutes after 
class started a campus security police 
officer told him that there was a bomb 
threat and that a fire alarm would go 
off at L20 and that students would 
have to evacuate the building.
"At that (iiunt I gave students the 
option of taking the test <>r forgetting 
about it. About half of them took it.” 
said Strickler.
As students sat outside with their 
tests, security posted themselves at 
each entrance of Lake Michigan Hall 
making sure that no one entered the 
building.
A1 Wygant. head of Campus 
Security, said that a bomb threat had 
been made. A person made the threat 
over the phone. Wygant said that no 
bomb was found and that an invest­
igation is under way to find out who 
made the call.
At 155 the building was opened 
again. However. Stricklcr’s students 
soil had to stay outside because their 
room was occupied by an incoming 
class
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lanthom editorials
by Richard Plowden
The handwriting ha* been on the wall for a while now. All that wa*
left wa* for Grand Valley President Lubber* to read it to us, quoting 
former United State* President Franklin Roosevelt. It is common during 
time* like these for Presidents on all levels to do that, take quotations
from Rooseveit.
"For now we mutt face the economic realities and plan accordingly, 
at Franklin Roosevelt laid, 'with a candor and a damun which the present
situation... implies,' Lubbers said.
Lubbers' address last Wednesday to members of the Grand Valley 
community was the type that you really did not h«vo to formulate an 
ooinion on. The message was clear and easily understood. Yes, Grand 
Valley is undergoing very hard times, but we will adjust so as to main­
tain our present state as much as possible.
Lubbers' agreement to work with the Curriculum Committee's four 
divisional model is the best possible course of action. The institution's 
money is tight, it is evident that changes must be made, however the
alterations are not drastic enough to threaten the college's ability to 
provide a worthwhile education.
Curing his speech the President made noticable attempts to highlight 
the good that could result from the college's current crisis and took an
optimistic viewpoint.
When we finish this phase o f restructure, let us he as sure as it is 
possible for us to be that we have reshaped ourselves in such a way 
that if we become smaller, no major change will be required, and i f  we 
grow, our expansion can be accomodated. ”
Now the next period is one of transition Over the next month, many 
decisions will be made regarding Grand Valley's future. The President 
has said that the "appropriate forum" will be provided for people who 
wish to provid imput and we encourage you to use us. The major things
r  • -rled now are cooperation and input.
"In our time, in this small place, our college will endure. ”
Riding out the storm
with Leonard Halfpenny
Gangway! The gangplank is being pulled in on the good ship Grand 
Valley! A neat seventy grand is being dumped into this scow from its 
futtocks to its flukes to make it ship-shape and sea worthy to ride out the 
storm of duplication and general education. Frankly, it shiver* my timbers.
It's a rough sea-1 just hope this barnacled boat makes it to the harbor. 
Looking at those ominous waves, remnants of past wrecks can be seen. 
Look! There's a radio antenna piercing through the cold water. There's 
shreds of newspaperstloetmg atl erouna. w n « s  tnax over there? why, it 
looks like a body. It's the corpse of a TJC  student!! No, don't try to fish 
it out, just let it be. Maybe it'll float away and we won't have to look at 
it anymore.
"Hang on to that bulwork, mates," calls down Captain Land-Lubbers 
from the upper deck, "we can't afford to lose any of you swabs."
We're tieading into deep water now and the swells are getting deeper 
and the waves roll over the deck. Hang on, Kirk, here comes the big onel 
Willy, what are you doing on the deck? Get down below and cower with 
the rest of us! Captain Land-Lubbers is valiantly tending the tiller, but he 
is no match for this turbulent tide and the surging undercurrent*. But we 
can all rest assured he'll do his best to keep the ship on course or go down 
with it.
"Captain, we must steer to starboard," shouts first mate Niemerhymer, 
"To  starboard, to starboafd. It'* the only way. I see tranquil waters to star­
board!"
The sky is black and threatening. Budget cutback* are raining down. 
Bolts of deficits are striking all around the ship. We can do nothing but 
ride out the storm. Captain Land-Lubbers is keeping a strong hand on the 
tiller and heading to starboard, but the ship i* being tossed in the torrid 
waves. '
As the waves pour over the deck, the hold begins to take on more and 
more water. The bilge pump can't handle the amount of water coming in.
"All right, yu - bilge rat*," yells first mate Niemerhymer, "start bailing 
or you're shark bait!" t
The crew is frantically bailing water over the side, but the waves con­
tinue to pour into the ship.
"Faster, faster," shouts the first mate, "get this water out or you'll 
hang from the yardarm*!"
But it's no use-the good ship is slowly sinking.
"Quick! Everything of little value has to go overboard I "yells the first 
mate, "but whatever you do, save the athletic facility!"
Our backs are to the bulkhead* now; it'* lighten the load orm .tr/ men 
for himself. Hey! What are you doing with Willy and Kirk? Certainly your 
not going to throw them overboard!?!
"Yes. yes," shouts everyone else on board "it'sthem or us. They've got 
to go!"
0»er the side they go into the lea of duplication and educational over­
lap. Lost to the depths of general core requirements. Drowned in the tum­
ultuous tides of state cutback*.
"Yea." shouts the remaining craw, "we're saved, we're saved, we'n
stay afloat now!"
But the storm continues to pound the hull of the poor ship. Slowly, 
one by one, the waves sweep crew members overboard into the fearful 
depths The good ship Grand V'aiiey is helplessly adrift with no harbor in 
sight and no let ;p from the raging storm.
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An Open Letter to Members of 
the Allendale Community:
!fow can the tragic death of 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Paulson 
and their fine children, Cindy, 
Cerla, and Casey, ever be explained 
or understood? They were good 
people. They had so much poten­
tial. They enjoyed frienships with 
so many people They will be 
sorely missed.
Grand Valley State Colleges' 
students, faculty and staff share 
with the Allendale community 
the shock and sorrow of this tragic 
event.
Arend D. Lubbers 
President
Editor,
As I come to trie end of my fourth 
year here at Grand Valley, I will feel 
robbed again by the people in charge 
of the Grand Valle-/ Bookstore. If 
you don't know what I'm talking 
about look at the inside cover of the 
textbook that you purchased at the 
beginning of the term and take special 
notice of the price. I've found in the 
past that a book that I bought for 25 
dollars will get me eight dollars in 
return, during book buy back. Then 
when I came back the next semester, I 
find the same book on the shelf for 
the low low price of 15 doiiars. It 
doesn't take AR ITH M ETIC  499 to 
figure out that two people pay 40 
dollars for the use of one book. Oh 
yeah, I forgot, make that 32 dollars I 
didn't substract the 8 dollars you get 
for bringing the book back to the 
bookstore.
This makes me wonder, is the 
purpose of the bookstore to furnish 
books or make profits. I understand 
that business' are for making profits 
but, I feel students shouldn't be 
robbed since the bookstore does 
have a monopoly on the book bus-
tiieis Iicic a t  t u io m j v ' a i i e y .
With Reagon's budget cuts, most 
noticably financial aid, I wonder 
what types of alternatives will be 
made, if any, to take the burden of 
the cost of books off of students. If 
you have forgotten the students are 
the ones who must purchase these 
books, or as I would prefer to say, 
get robbed or "joed" by the book­
store.
For those of you whom might be 
saying take it easy on the bookstore,
I say pnooey. if tne DOokstore can 
agree to help redecorate the Campqs 
Center, they can reduce the price of 
books. All this portside, galley, etc. 
is nice but it won't reduce book prices. 
They just might make book prices 
rise. Some of the things need re 
decorating and that is fine but, to 
change the names of rooms, double 
phooey I know that all things 
must change, but I need some change
in my pockets.
PS. Bring beck Chuck McMillian
Horace E. Jackson 
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity Inc.
Editor,
The prospect of change does intend 
to inflame people. Perhaps for that 
reason, no mere words of clarification 
can quench the flames; however, I 
must again try. It is important to re­
state as I originally stated at the 
Student Senate meeting on February 
15 (reported February 18 in the Lan 
thorn), CAS was not the proposer of 
all the reorganization models. Each of 
the colleges was represented on the 
curriculum com mi ties. As to the in 
tent of the statement, it was not made 
to defend CAS nor to inflame any per 
sons of opposing views.
Student Senators were directed to 
express their opinions to their respec 
tive deans. Although, the academic 
community carries the responsibility 
for curriculum decisions, I continue to 
have a personal opinion which supports 
the Divisional Model for many of the 
reasons Howard Stein listed in his let­
ter to the Editor, published March 11, 
1982. Students were encouraged to 
obtain the facts and express their opin­
ions whether they agreed or disagreed 
with the opinions of others, mine in­
cluded.
Open dialogue is to be encouraged, 
distortion of individual's comments 
should be discouraged. When in doubt, 
ask the original source of the com­
ments.
Grand Valley, like other institu­
tions of higher education, is changing
in response to declining enrollment, 
diversification of student population, 
availability of resources, etc. The 
changes can be positive or they can be 
negative, but there will be change. As 
the institution responds to the need to 
change, I hope: (1) the focus will be 
upon creation, not destruction, (2) 
there will be tolerance for differences 
in opinions, but ultimately there must 
be a commitment to some structure. 
Commitment will be necessary even 
though each of us may not get our 
first choice.
Linda C. Johnson
Dean of Students
Editor.
I noticed in last week's paper the 
brief comments concerning the move­
ment of the nuclear arms ireeze. The 
Freeze is to call a halt to the nuclear 
arms race between Russia and the U.S. 
This is a very important issue. National 
security and peace is not insured with 
the destructive potential of our wea­
pons. To create more expansive nuclear 
missiles is to create our own destruc 
tion-a very real danger and possibil­
ity. One Trident submarine carries 
408 nuclear missiles, each one of those 
missiles has seven times the destructive 
force of the bomb dropped on Hiro­
shima. If nuclear war were to occur, 
we would have no history to repeat, 
nor would we have a future to hope 
for.
We, as citizens of the U S ., have a 
voice in the matter. We must let our 
voice be heard! Many of those in high­
est positions of power in our govern­
ment are supporting nuclear defense. 
Over 40 states are ..ivolved in the 
Freeze movement. The people of 
Michigan are petitioning to place this 
issue on the state ballot this Novem­
ber; 300,000 signatures are needed by 
May 16. Petitions are located in the 
Community Life Center, Room 225, 
Lake Superior Hall. We need your sup­
port. If you want to take a more active 
role in the Freeze movement, please 
le:ve your name and number in the 
Community Life Center,
classifieds
Connie E. Bostick
Call to
r
(Want to learn more 1 about World Affairs?*
A A
f f
i  Magda Palenczyn-Zapp will a 
I speak on the reasons for the I  
’ events in Poland During the? 
A 1980's. A
March 25, 1982 
1:00 — 2:15 pm
Laurel Room
Campus Center
Sponsored by the Grand 1 
| Valley Model United Nations. I
SEN lOR S-G RADUATES*! Looking FOUND-Ladies ring, 
for sharp graduating Seniors and identify. 669-1881. 
recent graduates to fulfill full-time TYP IN G  Professional, accurate ser- 
Sales and Management positions for vice with IBM self-correcting. Term 
FULIC0. Send resume to: papers, theses, manuscripts, resumes*
950 28th St. SE. Building E. No. 107. etc. Located near GVSC. Reasonable. 
Grand Rapids, Ml 49508. Phone 669-2419.
H
-I
Faculty Advisor
The Newspaper Advisory Board is now accepting nomin­
ations for a faculty adviser to the Lanthorn. This is a two- 
year appointment. The adviser will be given paid relese time, 
equivalent to a three-hour class per semester. Deadline for 
nominations is March 31, 1982. The board will make its 
appointment at its April 5 meeting at 12:00 pm, which 
wil! be held in the North Conference Room.
Submit nominations to NAB Chair John Zaugra at the 
Student Services Office or to the Lanthorn office, both 
located in the Campus Center.
MAKE $12,200
FOR COLLEGE WHILE YOU'RE 
G O IN G  T O  COLLEGE.
Give your local Army Reserve unit a weekend 
a month and a couple of summers during college, 
and they’ll give you over $ 12.000 for college. U p to 
$4,000 in college aid is yours just tor joining most 
units. Plus over $2,200 for two summer training 
periods. And another $6,000 for serving a week­
end a month pius two weeks a year. Interested.7 
Call your local Army Reserve recruiter toll free at
800-421-4422
ARM Y RESERVE. 
BEALLYOUCANBE.
I*5k-l81*8 or l*51*-Ol*89
Grand Rapids
*
=*]j
Randy Disselkoen Ltd. 
is offering
20% Off
all engagement sets 
to college students
BANDY
DISSELKOEN, Ltd.
3090- 28th Street. S.E.
Grand Rapids. Mirhigan 49508 
942-2990
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Grand Valley 
Apartments
fni* P o l l  1QQ91 U 1  X  U l l  X t / O t a
*  
*  
*
*  
*  
*
*  
*
— $330 per month %
+
two bedroom apartm ent *
— $480 per month J
T
*all u tilities included 2*
one bedroom apartm ent
applications now being accepted 
beginning March 20
for more information call 4
895-0351$
V.
Percussion 
Group 
provides 
an alternative 
beat
I--------
Review
l
by Chris dowoti
arts/entertamment writer
Friday, March 12, The Percuwon 
Group, from Cincinnati. Ohio, per­
formed the eigth show of the 1982 
Lunchbreak Seriej. The performance 
began at noon and was held in the 
Louis Armstrong Theatre of the 
Calder Fine Arts Building.
The Percussion Group's perform­
ance lasred for seventy minutes and 
was the prelude for a percussion 
workshop scheduled to follow the 
lunchbreak.
The Percussion Group has three 
members, all faculty from the Univers­
ity of Cincinnati Conservatory of 
Music. Two members have been in 
the group for three years; Jim Culley 
and Bill Youhass. The third member, 
Allen Otte, has been in the group
for ten years-"he's the founder of 
the group,” says Culley. Culley looks 
at the group as a full-time venture 
that they all wish to continue as 
long as possible.
The performance consisted of five 
songs. Three liberal pieces were sand­
wiched between two, more con­
servative, pieces. The three liberal 
numbers were the attraction of this 
show. The first was a strange combin­
ation of two unsynchronized rhythms 
Otte and Youhass followed the same 
rhythm while Culley followed a 
second. For this number the group 
introduced some gourds and gongs 
into the act. The overall effect came 
off rather well. The two unsynchcd 
rhythms shook the foundations of my 
musical theory and I could not, at all 
times, follow the irregular progression 
of the work.
The next piece seas the first of 
two intellectual games played with 
music theory. In this fir* number, the 
group performed a short version of "le 
Mutante de Penerge.” In this game a 
melody, 65 notes long, is played be­
ginning with the first note and the re­
petition of that note along with the 
addition of the second note in the line. 
Then, the first and second notes are 
repeated along with the addition of 
the third successive note. The acore 
repeats this pattern until all 65 notes 
are played out and then the process 
begins to reverse. The first note is 
dropped off while the remaining 
notes are played. Then, the first two 
notes arc deleted from the score, and 
so on with the remaining notes, until 
all notes are deleted at the end of the 
work. The game was compounded by 
the tendency of the different musicians
H as the Lunchbreak Series fallen into a rut?
by Thomas L.L. Saul sherry Ilf
arts/entertainment writer
Is the Lunchbreak Series falling 
into a nit of mediocrity? That’s 
what I found myself wondering, 
while attending the “ Flute and 
Piano Duo,”  Tuesday, in the Louis 
Armstrong Theatre.
I formed that question as 1 sur­
veyed the audience. There was the. 
same, weekly group scattered through­
out the otherwise empty auditorium. 
And there was the same embarrass­
ingly sparse attendance, as usual,
composed of music faculty and 
student members. And, not unlike 
many of the past performances, the 
featured talent was. as usual, ade­
quate.
Christopher Kantner, flutist, and 
Bernice Mrozinski, pianist, were feat­
ured in this joint recital. Both are 
Resident Artists in the Grand Rapids 
Symphony.
Kanter opened the concert with 
Two Fantasie, a piece by 18th centry 
composer, Georg Phillipp Telemann.
I find that Ranter's exposition of the 
piece also serves well to describe
the atomsphere at the concert. He 
mentioned how, historically, the piece 
had served as a diversion for relax 
ation. Ranter’s presentation of the 
piece was indeed, while not exciting 
or compelling, relaxing.
In the second piece, Sonata Vo. 8 
in G Major for Flute and Piano, 
by Franz Haydn, Ranter was accom­
panied by Mrozinski. Her contribu­
tion added subtle expressions of 
richness to the piece but together 
they still were not able to reach i 
level beyond mediocrity.
The performance was not totally
lacking m excitement, however, in 
Sonata in A Major, A Cesar Frank 
work, the duo produced moments 
of richness that not only regained 
their audience’s attention, but, for 
several minutes, maintained it as well. 
However, these moments of decisive­
ness and inspiration were not indica­
tive of the entire coucert
The Lunchbreak Series may be able 
to break its no-hum, adequate appear­
ance next week, when the “Gown 
Conspiracy!” will be featured. This 
concert will present Yury Belov, 
former director and producer of
Cultural asset comes to GVSC
by Stephanie Rooker
guest writer
Sunday afternoon, the Philharmon­
ic of the Grand Rapids Symphony 
Orchestra offered Si.00 scaCS to GVSC 
students and at our convenience, right 
here on campus. Unfortunately, there 
were scattered empty seats for the per­
formance. However, rhe greater num­
ber of seats we. a filled and many 
people got to  experience one of Wes­
tern Michigan’s most important cultur­
al assets.
The program opened with Beetho­
ven’s Overture to Coriolan. This over­
ture was based upon a play which por­
trayed the drama of a tragedy. The 
audience reaction to the overture began 
the program with the most unbearable 
excitement. The audience knew it was 
in the presence of an excellent oppor­
tunity.
Britten’s Simple Symphony was 
based upon material drawn from works 
by Britten between the ages of 9 and 
12.Thepicceon the whole was pointed 
and cheerful with one contrasting sen­
timental movement to the other three.
Maurice Ravel's Pavante Pour Une 
Infante Oefunte revived die expiring 
intermission with pleasant musicality, 
a rare quality in modern music. This 
orchestra piece was originally written 
in 1899 for piano.
Beethoven’s Symphony No. 4 m 
B Flut Major was another overall 
cheerful symphony. A romantic adagio 
opened the piece and a dancing finale 
concluded the work.
The conductor for the concert was 
Semyon Bychkov. He is the music 
director ar.d conductor of the larger 
Grand Rapids Symphony. Bom in 
Leningrad in 1952, he began his study 
of music at the age of five. In 1975 he 
immigrated to the U.S.
places to go. things to do tea
College Events: Brecht. Campus Canter 1 -4:30 pm Photographic A » -M e e t - 4 pm Vandan Wyngaard, piano.
Theatre. ing. Laurel Room. Louis Armstrong Theatre.
Now-Mar 28 Paintings-Art by Don Kerr. Mar 26 Lyric Soprano and Luta- Mar 28 GVSC Singers— Concert: Every Wed. Modem Dance Claw -
* C.C. Art Gallery. 12 noon Ann Carter-Cox. Lunch- 3 pm Vivaldi "Gforia". United 11:30-1 pm 121 Calder Fine Aits Can-
Mar 18 Sanddune Preservation breek Series. Louis Arm- Methodrt Church, Rock- ter (free).
12 noon Deb Medovvn, speaker strong Thaatre. ford. Every Wed. Engliah Club-English
Biology Club. 208 Loutit Mar 27 Chap tar o f Biological Mar 28 Facuity Racitai-Julianne 3-5 pm suite. Mackinac (free).
(free).
Mar 18
9 30-12 Mid
Mar 19
12 noon
Mar 22 
10am
M ir 22 
8 pm
Mar 23 
1 pm
Mar 24-27 
8 pm
Hollar Skating Perty-
At Rollerworld sponsored 
try Alpha Kappa Alpha. 
Transportation providad 
from Copaland.
Faculty String Q uarw t- 
Concert. Calder Fine Arts 
Canter (freel.
Concert- GVSC Chamber 
Orchestra and Festival 
Chorale. Calder Fine Arts 
Canter I free).
Pise and Fall of the Greet 
Lakes and Glacier on the 
Move-Geoflicks. 118 
Loutit (free).
Eastern Michigan Univar­
sity and GVSC Combined 
Band Concert-Max Plank 
and William Root conduc­
tors. Louis Armstrong 
Theatre.
Rise and Fall of the Great 
Lakes and Glacier on the 
Move-Geoflicks. 118 
Loutit (free).
"The Good Person of 
Saschwan"-Student pro­
duction of play by Berrold
Grand Valley btate • 
presents
THE GOOD
GET THE CHOICEST SKILL
GUARANTEED
In today’s Army, there are literally hundreds of skills to choose from. 
And if you sign Lp under our Delayed Entry Program, you can do the choosing.
Of course, whether you choose surveying or air traffic control, you 
must qualify. And you may have to wait a hit for an opening in the skill training 
of your choice But if you qualify, we will guarantee your choice up to twelve 
months in advance.
For a chance to serve your country (and train for the skill of your choice), 
visit your local Army Recruiter. Or call Army Opportunities,
ARMY. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
■v
SGT SMITH -  1*54-01*89
ro forget where they were and begin 
to play what they thought was the 
right line. The tendency is natural 
and rule* dictate that once a person 
has changed his line he must stay 
with the new line This was a work 
of numerical and mathematical 
beauty.
The Percussion Group then pre­
sented another game-like number 
The fourth song of the lunchbreak 
was a song written in 1964 and played 
with the greatest number of custom- 
made instruments I’ve seen. Otte. 
Youhass and Culley struck garbage 
cans, gourds, cookie sheets and drums; 
and they blew on pipelengths to 
add different pitches. The rules of 
this game stated that each musician 
would have to do things such a< hold 
one note until another note is struck
the Moscow State Circus. He will 
be assisted by clowns Joe Rillian. 
former GVSC student, and Tanya
by another member The other mem­
ber’s music might, at the •sme time, 
direct him ro wa.r until the third 
player stricks a certain note. The 
first player therefore, waits for the 
second player who waits for the 
third This game also produced an in­
teresting variety of rich sounds and 
irregular rhythms.
These intellectual games were fol­
lowed by a concluding piece, a Mex 
ican folk song. The religious nature 
of the piece was immediately ap­
parent. 1 felt as if the song were a 
song to cast out demons My heart 
beats quickened with the tempo
The Percussion Group came to 
Allendale with an alternative to 
traditional percussion and their impact 
was felt. Anyone who waited for an 
ordinary performance were left un 
satisfied.
the lanthom-mar. 18. 1982 page 3
Sadofyeva. Such a line up seems to 
promise a different kind of crowd, 
hopefully, a iarger audience.
Senior Julfilis B A . requirements
No one realizes how close we’re 
coming to the end of the school sem­
ester than the graduating music majors. 
Each year rhese coming graduates are 
required to give a recital in partial 
fulfillment of the Bachelor of Music 
Education degree.
March 10, saxophonist Christopher 
Hawkins presented five pieces.included
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ S H I
' “  “  “  '' I N WITH
ONLY
to - awtt 3b3-MKjj QN LY
were sonaras and concertos by Paul 
Cresron, Pierre Max Dubois, Garland 
Anderson and Friedrich Ruhlau.
Hawkins was accompanied by Mary 
Hurd on piano.
Future recitals include a recital by 
Linda Summey and Bruce Mullennix, 
April 4, 3:00, in the Louis Armstrong 
Theatre.
N 0R T H T 0W N TH IS EN TIR E A D -O N E  TICK S1.50-G O OD  MON-thiu-THURS 
’ good thru March 25,1982
(PG)
GREAT WHrTE
30 (R )
What the Swedish Butler Saw
$1.75
Richard Pryor <R)
live on Sunset Strip
The Seduction
(R)
DEATHTRAP
IPG)
(PG)
Chariots of Fire
The Main Deck Bookstore
Super Spring 
Specials!
March 18 - 25
PERSON OF
SZECHWAN
D Benut Brec Ar
24. 25. 26. 27 8 pm
NO SWEATS BecooL j s  camRks view #
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Onside W ith in e  Lakers
by Sue Shaub
________ ____________________ sports editor
What A Nightmare!
Thoughts A t Large
Th; other morning I awoke to a loud, horrible noise, equivalent to a 
nightmare, but ! finally realized it was only my radio and Howard C.osell 
“speaking on sports."
Is there any excuse for DePaul losing to Boston College’ I can’t think 
of any. Well, thank heavens they can't put the blame on me, [ didn't even 
get the chance to predict they’d win before they lost.
Speaking of the NCAA basketball tournament. I keep hearing the name 
Georgetown to be a supnse <so my dad says). A couple of other people 
have mentioned rhe same thing to me. For their sake, I hope Geo.gr- 
town doesn't catch wind of these rumors. As soon as they find out their 
the team to beat, the pressure will be on . . . just ask North Carolina about 
pressure, they barely beat Madison 52-50.
I wish Elizabeth Taylor would do something athletic, then 1 could write 
something legit about her. But I doubt Elizabeth Taylor could be 
committed to any sport. Liz isn 't big on commitments.
[f Rose Kennedy ever happened to marry Laker pitcher Tom Rose, her 
new name would be Rose Rose. What it she opened a flower shop? She 
could call itRose Rose's Roses.
That Mike Downey from the Detroit Free Press is one funny guy. He's 
always good for a laugh or two, and when he writes serious columns, he 
makes good points.
Will the Detroit Tigers ever have a fourth starter?
1 was thinking the other day (amazing. I know), that maybe I came 
down a little too hard on the Grand Rapids Press. I said that the Free 
Press and Ihe News were better sports pages than the G.R. Press. 
Actually, they have an excellent sports page, it’s just their priority on what 
they cover that makes me wonder. The high schools love them, which is 
O.K. by me. I’d just like them to give a bit more coverage to Grand Valley. 
Hope College receives far more coverage than Grand Valley does, and 
they’re way out in Holland Maybe they don't like us, I don't know. I do 
know that several staff members of the G.R. Press are alumnis of Grand 
Valley.
Tracksters Excel At Ferris State Classic
by Chris Dowdell
sports writer
After a long layoff Grand Valley s 
trackmen got back into stride.
Participating in the Ferris State 
Classic. Wednesday. Marcn 10th. the 
Lakers had only a couple of days to 
prepare after Spring break but turned 
in an impressive performance.
There were no team scores in this 
particular meet however. Coach Bill 
Ginger’s squad led by Glen Bradley,
placed in ten events. Bradley ran very 
well as he managed to pull off a 
i uble victory, taking first place’s 
r. the 1000 meters and the 880 yard
m n.
Bill Grysen took first m the pole- 
ult. going to fourteen feet to beat 
ut his nearest competitor which was 
r^-ammate Darr Leutz. Leutz finished 
second, ro help Grand Valley take 
top honors ir. the pole-vault.
In the two-mile run Rich
Christensen finished in the number
two spot and Ken Graft also placed, 
finishing fourth. John Stark received 
a third place finish in the 440 and 
Bill. Grysen managed to place in 
another event, the high-hurdles
Grysen ran the hurdles in 7.8
seconds good for fourth place. Curtis 
Smith took part in three events and 
placed in each one. Smith was fifth 
in the long jump, fifth in the triple­
jump. and sixth in the 60 yard dash
with a rime of 6 7 to cap off the 
Lakers well run meet.
Said Coach Clinger. "Coming off 
the Spring break and only two days 
ro get readv. we did better than 
expected. A series of things kept 
some people out of the event and 
when they are back rhings will pick 
up even more.”
Grand Valley's next meet is the 
GLIAC track and field championship 
to be held at Ferris State College
Harkema Lands Blue Chip Recruits
1 predict the Lions to win the Super Bowl Crown . 
time, before or after I die (now they’re jinxed for life).
at some point in
Are you ever embarrased to be associated wirh the Detroit Red Wings?
1 never liked Kelly Tnpuka when he played for Notre Dame, but as a 
Piston, my views are changing. Tripuka has done a heck of job for Detroit, 
far better than I expected. He's definitely a hustler, and scoring 49 points 
the other night, wow! I don't think he ever scored that much for the 
Fighting Irish. Now about that name . . .
You know, 1 really can't stand Liz Taylor, it’s a good thing I’m into 
sports afterail.
by Fred L. Garrett II
sports writer
Hoping to perpetuate Grand Valley ■; 
reign at rhe top of the Great Lakes 
Conference, head foocbal! coach Jin 
Harkema and his staff have been en 
gaged in the off-season recuriting wars 
for blue chip athletes around the 
state. In what Harkema called the 
most competitive year (recruitir; 
wise) in conference history. Grand 
Valley landed twenty-eight recruits 
who signed national letters of intent.
"Our coaching staff did a parti, 
ularly good job of working hard this 
year. We are very pleased with the 
signees," said Harkema
The skill positions were the prunar;. 
areas that Harkema sought to streng 
then In Tommy Matthews io ’i"  
185 lbs.. Ostego) and Rick Ryka (6'3 
185 lbs.. Dearborn Edsel Ford) 
Harkema feels he has two of the top 
sixteen major quarterback prospects 
in Michigan. Thirteen of the other 
quarterbacks signed on with Division 
I schools and one with Hillsdale.
"We were also recruiting him." 
commented Harkema. "we were think 
ing of converting him to defensive 
back.”
The position of quarterback was 
of major concern in recruiting due 
ro the void created when Harkema 
discovered that Jeff Oliver would 
not be returning. Oliver, heir apparent 
to Steve Michuta. was suspended from 
school for one semester for academic 
reasons, noted a disappointed
larkerna.
"It's a shame that it happened, it 
vasn’r characteristic of Jeff Oliver 
at all. He was intelligent enough to 
e here and also to play quarterback 
or us. I don’t know what happened."
In addition to the aforementioned 
•eshmen, sophomores, Jim Lynch 
and Mark Colby are the returning 
quarterbacks rhat Harkema must look 
ro.
“Mark and Jim are very dedicated 
?eople who will pursue the quarter- 
ack position. They will su prise some 
zople.” predicted Harkema.
The top runmngback prospects are 
oeedster Jackie Hampton (5'9” 195 
lbs.. Kalamazoo Central) and Louis 
bcarpino (5 1 0 ” 170 lbs.. Jackson 
umen Christe). Scarpino also plays 
:eien»iveback. Other speedmen rhat 
were signed include two defensive- 
acks Joel Morgan (6 185 lbs.. Henry 
Ford) and Will Montgomery (5'10” 
170 lbs.. Southfield Lathrup). 
Harkema’s eyes lit up as he talked 
lbout Montgomery.
"We are extremely excited about 
this kid. He's a potential "Dave 
Harris." Not only is he a good athlete, 
but he hits the books, he wants to be a 
doctor.”
The light in Harkema s eyes glim 
mered even stronger as he told of the 
linebackers that are coming in With 
last years' stallwart linebacking coip 
decimated by graduation, this was 
also an area of concern. Jay Frater 
(6’2” 220 lbs.. Anchor Bav). Randy 
Gregory (6’3" 188 ibs.. Edsel Ford)
ind Forest Haskins (6 4" 198 lbs.. 
Haslett) are the big catches.
"If those three are is good as we 
think and they a.-e able to get up to 
215 or 220 down the pike, well 
have some outstanding linebackers 
for years to came."
Grand Rapids Junior College trans­
fer John Kickey (6 3" 235 Ibs..) 
is the top offensive lineman signed.
Though optimistic about his re­
cruiting year. Harkema was very 
realisttc about the recruiting process
“Though we are pleased with who 
decided to come here, we’ve ap­
proached recruiting with a different 
attitude this year.” said Harkema.
"It's always interesting to see 
who’s going to improve over rhe years 
Of last years senior class, some of our 
key players Rob Rubick, Pat Kelly. 
Fred Glaz and .Andy Lehockv were 
kids that we encouraged as walk-ons."
"There are a lor of players who 
can play here, but ir depends on their 
level of commitment.”
As Of March 16
i .ftW Kappa Alpha P» (34» 
Nosh's Crum (34>)
3. AW» Phi Alpha (5-1J
Dynasty (4-1)
RoHing Stones (4-1)
6. (tie) Druids 121)
The Lempsdo Mob
(2-D
8. Strike Force (3-2) £
OPEN
D/yiLY 8 AM 5:30 PM 
SAT 8 AM 12 NOON 
214 E. FULTON 
Free Parking
DOUMA
Art Supplies, Inc.
• Art Bin Carnes
• Allograph 
•Artypw Lettering
• Badgar Airbrush
•  Bmnfang Pads
• Co net
•Crascant Cardboard
• Fair gat a RutTO
• Fascia Framas
• Foma Cora BO
• Forfar Books
• Framafcit Framas
•Luxo Lamps
• Magic Marfcar 
•Paaacha Airbrush 
•Plan-Mold Tables 
•Portfolios Presentation 
•Speed ball
•Strathmore Products 
•Tara
• Weber Costello
• Winsor Newton
• X-acto
• Zrpetooe
art supplies 
drafting supplies 
custom framing
458-9393
MED+CENTER
NOW OPEN AT BALDWIN & CHICAGO DRIVE, JENISON
PHONE: 457-0380
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4 URGENT AND IMMEDIATE 
MEDICAL CARE
School, employment, and insurance physicals as well as care for injury and illnesses
AVAILABLE DAILY (including
weekends)
8 A.M. TO  12 MIDNIGHT
Refferals and follow-up with specialises and hospitals of your choice
YOUR INSURANCE AND CREDIT
Medicaid, Workmen’s Compensation, Commercial Insurance, 
raa, MasterCliarte, Bank Americard, American Express
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★  VOTE
LAST CHANCE
to vote for the 
1982 - 83 Student Senate
is
Thursday, March 20
Polls wiii be open at 
Campus Center Commons
10 —  2 4:30 —  5:30
Let your voice be heard 
VOTE for
the delegates of your choice.
